
BLUE REMEMBERED HILLS

Blue Remembered Hills is a British television play by Dennis Potter, originally broadcast on 30 January as part of the
BBC's Play for Today series. The play.

It is rare that one can find such little fault in a play. That is what, I think, Potter is getting at when he cast
adults as children. While there was not a weak link among the cast and everyone gave a fairly outstanding
performance, I think special mention has to go to Timothy Bond's poignant portrayal of the downtrodden,
victimised Donald 'Duck' and also to Josh Bradshaw's lively characterisation as the dominating and
aggressively enthusiastic Peter. Share via Email Representing memory Related Articles. Tell us about it on
Twitter using GdnReview Topics. It is remarkable to see the freedom that Potter was given as a writer: he had
gloriously long, expansive, wordless sequences in which the Brobdingnagian kids just run about in the forest,
or the gorgeous dappled clearings and fields: pure unfettered Ids, whooping and cackling and preparing to
enact their midsummer day's nightmare. Nov 14, Michael P. It is well worth seeing and deserves a full house
every night. It wasn't a stunt: it was a representation of the act of memory. Helen Mirren plays Angela, a right
little madam with an eye for the boys. The play and poem share the assumption that you can't go Potter's
television and stage plays, under review here is the stage version, seems to have been inspired, or at least is the
thematic opposite, of A. I remember watching it the first time around, when I was 16, just young enough for
some of the scenes to look like a documentary. There are no adults present and all the children were famously
played by adult actors, in silly dresses and great big grown-up male backsides in boys' shorts. Janine Duvitski
is the nerdish Audrey, who has a brilliantly cunning way of disrupting Raymond's attempt to stand on his head
for a bet. After five minutes, I forgot that I was watching adults dressed as children. Colin Welland is the
dopey Willie, always making machine-gun noises and pretending to be a fighter-bomber. The one fight
sequence was excellently staged, the comic moments were well timed and the underlying issues remained just
beneath the surface until they were blown open by the final drama that completed the play. But for the most
part, the action is delivered as it should be, with a candour so apparently effortless it's child's play. It is deeply
upsetting to watch because we know that in some angry, masochistic way he is saying this to upset himself
still further. Watched again, now, some of the stars are very familiar. They are, in their way, entirely innocent.


